In the Fall of 2018, The Academy of Forensic Nursing (AFN) sought recommendations from the membership to design the organization’s official logo. Those recommendations were forwarded to “Design Crowd,” an internet-based design firm, who developed logo options for the organization. Members of the organization voted on those options, and the logo, as represented here, was selected.

The logo represented above, is the standard logo for AFN. It was officially adopted and launched on January 9, 2019.

AFN’s official logo is protected under Copyright law, which is designated by the symbol to the right lower aspect of the logo, at the 5 o’clock position.

Permission to use the logo for any reason by any person or organization must be requested prior to publication or reproduction. Requests should be submitted to AFN via email to:

marketing@afnmail.org

With proper permission from the AFN, use of the logo may be modified given various posting or formatting platforms. The AFN reserves the right to inspect logo placement on any publication or production, whether produced in hard copy or digital format, prior to distribution.
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